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CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS

- The 5th Annual University of Connecticut Finance Conference will take place in Hartford (CT) on May 17. Deadline: Jan 10. Submissions to financeconferences@uconn.edu with “Conference submission” in subject line. Questions about the conference to Jose Aponte at jose.a.aponte@uconn.edu
- The International Banking, Economics, and Finance Association (IBEFA) will hold its next Summer Meeting in San Francisco (CA) during Jun 28-Jul 2. Deadline: Jan 11. Submissions on https://www.conftool.pro/ibefa-weai2019/ and queries to Niki Maas on ibefa.conferences@gmail.com
- The 8th MoFIR Workshop on Banking will take place at DePaul University in Chicago during Jun 10-11. Deadline: Jan 11. https://sites.google.com/site/mofirunivpm/home/events/mofir2019


• The 2nd Endless Summer Conference on Financial Intermediation and Corporate Finance will take place in Glyfada, Athens during Sep 2-3. Deadline: **Apr 10**. [https://endlessconf.wixsite.com/financialint](https://endlessconf.wixsite.com/financialint)

• The IFABS 2019 Angers Conference will take place during Jun 27-29 in Angers (France). Full call in the new year on [http://ifabs.org/intro/home](http://ifabs.org/intro/home)


**JOURNAL SPECIAL ISSUES**

• *Journal of Network Theory in Finance* will publish a special issue on “Multilayer networks.” Deadline: **Jan 15**. [https://www.dropbox.com/s/kb1ua6pnn6ich2z/Multilayer_networks_CFP.pdf?dl=1](https://www.dropbox.com/s/kb1ua6pnn6ich2z/Multilayer_networks_CFP.pdf?dl=1)


The 10th Baffi Carefin International Banking Conference “Banking and financial regulation” took place during Oct 4-5 in Milan. Program on https://www.dropbox.com/s/bz8ynemyifx0lk/m/final%20programme.pdf?dl=1


The RESMF-FRBIF Research Workshop “Financial cycles and central banking” took place on Nov 15 in Washington DC. Agenda and presentations on https://imfbox.app.box.com/s/qasow8htt2etl8szwnnz2xvnrnx1u9137


The SAFE Annual Conference “Sustainable architecture for finance--Where are we now and where are we going?” took place on Dec 13 in Frankfurt. Program on https://www.dropbox.com/s/98bvtld0lztsv02/2018%20Program%20SAFE%20Annual%20Conference.pdf?dl=1

The 9th TAU Finance Conference took place in Tel Aviv during Dec 16-17. Program on https://en-coller.tau.ac.il/Conference-Finance


The 16th December Finance Meeting will take place on Dec 10. Program on https://www.eurofidai.org/en/conference/paris-december-2018


The FCA/LSE/CBI Conference “Paying for efficient and effective markets” will take place in London during Mar 22-23. Program and registration on http://www.systemicrisk.ac.uk/events/paying-efficient-and-effective-markets

The 12th Swiss Winter Conference on Financial Intermediation will take place in Lenhzerheide during Mar 31-Apr 3. Program on https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BkJfYGQ_tTcgX0gk8OubDEYJtzx3QG2k/view

POLICY ARTICLES, SPEECHES, REPORTS

- Capital shortfalls of European banks following the 2018 stress test (Pierret and Steffen)
- Ten years after the crisis: Evolving markets and the challenges for the SNB (Maechler and Moser)
- Complexity in banking: Stock-taking and way forward (Goldberg)
- Globalization and deglobalization (BIS)
- The hierarchy of financial policies (Danielsson and Macrae)
- The growing footprint of EME banks in the international banking system (Cerutti, Koch, and Pradhan)
- Why a new multilateralism now? (Lipton, IMF)
- The next global recession (The Economist video)

ACADEMIC RESEARCH

- Alter-Dokko-Seneviratne “House price synchronicity, banking integration, and global financial conditions”
- Begeneau-Farboodi-Veldkamp “Big data in finance and the growth of large firms”
- Brunnermeier-Huang “A global safe asset for and from emerging market economies”
- Cerutti-Obstfeld “China's bond market and global financial markets”
- Chang “Collateralized debt networks with lender default”
- Cristelli-Tacchella-Cader-Roster-Pietronero “On the predictability of growth”
- Dell’Ariccia-Rabanal-Sandri “Unconventional monetary policies in the Euro Area, Japan, and the United Kingdom”
- Denbee-Julliard-Li-Yuan “Network risk and key players: A structural analysis of interbank liquidity”
- Dinlersoz-Kalemli-Ozcan-Hyatt-Penciakova “Leverage over the life cycle and implications for firm growth and shock responsiveness”
- Eugster-Ho-Jaumotte-Piazza “International knowledge spillovers”
- Farboodi-Veldkamp “Long run growth of financial technology”
- Fillat-Garell-Smith “What are the consequences of global banking for the international transmission of shocks? A quantitative analysis”
- Gropp-Rocholl-Saadi “The cleansing effect of banking crises”
• Gurara-Presbitero-Sarmiento “Borrowing costs and the role of multilateral development banks: Evidence from cross-border syndicated bank lending”
• Hauner “Wealth inequality, network topology, and financial crises”
• He “The propagation of idiosyncratic shocks through borrower-lender networks”
• Hochrainer-Stigler and others “Integrating systemic risk and risk analysis using copulas”
• Li “Reciprocal lending relationships in shadow banking”
• Li-Ma “Contagion bank runs and dealer of last resort”
• Morales-Brizan-Ghaly-Hauner-Ma-Reza-Rosenberg “Application of social network analysis in the estimation of bank financial strength during the financial crisis”
• Ozel-Eboli-Toto-Teglio “Robust-yet-fragile: A simulation model on exposure and concentration at interbank networks”
• Pierret-Steri “Stressed banks”
• Schlossberger “The distribution of outcomes for a networked economy”
• Schlossberger “The distribution of multipliers in a networked economy and topology-induced negative multipliers”
• Silva “Strategic liquidity mismatch and financial sector stability”
• Van Vliet “Connections as jumps: Estimating financial interconnectedness from market data”

**MISCELLANEOUS**

• [PhD in Complexity Economics at Oxford] The Complexity Economics Group at the Institute for New Economic Thinking at the Oxford Martin School has funding for several PhD students to work on a new project directed by Doyne Farmer to model the economy from the bottom up. The students will be part of a vibrant group of around 20 students and postdocs working on all aspects of economics using complex systems methods. The project will be based on fine-grained data sets with the goal of providing a detailed understanding of the rich and heterogeneous behavior underlying business cycles, inflation, interest rates, technological innovation and long term development. The ideal candidate should have a background in quantitative sciences (economics, mathematics, statistics, physics, computer science, etc.), and a strong interest in economics and complex systems. Key skills include programming and data analysis, presentation skills, working in an interdisciplinary team, and an interest in macroeconomics, technological change, finance, network science, and economic history. Candidates will need to apply for a DPhil (Oxford’s PhD) in either the Mathematical Institute or the Department of Geography. The deadline is **Jan 25**; it is also possible to apply until **Mar 1**, 2019 but the admission rate is lower. Upon being accepted, the project will pay stipend, tuition and college fees. Prospective candidates should contact Doyne Farmer (doyne.farmer at inet.ox.ac.uk) and François Lafond (francois.lafond at inet.ox.ac.uk) as soon as possible with a CV and a brief letter of motivation.
[Economist positions with Algorand] Algorand is looking for Economists to join the Team in Boston, Mass. This is an opportunity for someone who is genuinely excited by new technologies to influence the design and implementation of monetary policy and financial instruments on the Algorand Blockchain. For more information, see https://www.algorand.com/careers/economists/ or contact Regina O'Brien (Head of People & Talent) on regina@algorand.com.


[sticky] The Federal Reserve System has a Quantitative Fellowship Program. This is a unique 2-year rotational program setup after the Global Financial Crisis that focuses on financial stability and stress testing across multiple Reserve Banks and the Board of Governors and develops candidates with strong analytical skills into full-time positions in the Federal Reserve System. This program focuses on stress test modeling, calculating regulatory capital under the Advanced Approaches (Basel Capital Accords), analyzing financial institution portfolios, and model risk management and validation. For more information, see https://www.minneapolisfed.org/about/careers/qfp
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